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Roosh V Wikipedia
Daryush Valizadeh (born June 14, 1979), also known as Roosh Valizadeh, Roosh V and Roosh Vorek, is an American blogger, former pickup artist, and writer connected with the alt-right.Valizadeh writes on his personal blog and also owns the Return of Kings website, Roosh V Forum, and the now closed Kings Wiki, where he published articles by himself and others on related subjects.
Roosh V - Wikipedia
―Roosh V [src] Daryush Valizadeh, also known as Roosh V, Douche B, Roofie, Roosh Vörek, Luigi, and Ruse V, is an American writer, pick-up artist, and professional Misogynist known for his writings on seduction and anti-feminism.
Roosh V | Drunken Peasents Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Daryush Valizadeh (born June 14, 1979), also known as Roosh Valizadeh, Roosh V and Roosh Vörek, is an American blogger, pickup artist (a person who practices finding, attracting, and seducing sexual partners), and writer known for his posts related to the manosphere.
Roosh V - Rotten Websites Wiki
Daryush Valizadeh (born on the 14th of June 1979 in Washington DC), a.k.a. Roosh V, is a Blogger, the Son of an armenian Mother, who grew up in and whose ancestral Roots lie in Turkey, and an iranian Father.
Roosh V | information.fyi
Roosh V is a former sex tourist (or as he preferred to describe himself, "love tourist") PUA who couldn't find a way to have sex with any of the 2 million adult women in Denmark despite trying to game Denmark. He doesn't use shampoo, saying it is unnecessary for men with short hair.
RooshV - Incel Wiki
Return of Kings (RoK) is a blog written by the mens rights activist and former pick-up artist Daryush Valizadeh, known online as Roosh V. Valizadeh has advocated for the traditional nuclear family and against socialism and same-sex marriage, while also writing how-to guides for male sex tourists.
Manosphere - Wikipedia
Hard to imagine many people who would make an impassioned argument for why the KingsWiki fork (now called Male Monarchs Wiki) would be insulated from legal claims by Roosh V.--The Devil's Advocate 07:54, 16 July 2017 (UTC) Black hole denialism . Should perhaps put this somewhere? Possibly as the "intro quote"?
Talk:Roosh V - RationalWiki
Roosh_V. Offline. Carry out your thought. Once the immigrant children fall prey to the culture and reproduce less than their own parents, new immigrant replenishment is needed. It’s an immigrant carousel so to speak, with the first world using the third world as their own womb to avoid economic collapse.
Cultural Collapse Theory - Roosh V
For the longest time, I believed that corporations existed simply to make money for their owners and shareholders. They are the basis of "free-market capitalism" that produces economic growth and an improved standard of living for everyone. Without them, we'd be impoverished, lacking in soul-nourish
The Goal Of Corporations Is Not To Make Money - Roosh V
Roosh Hour #39: Quarantine February 27, 2020 Videos Roosh In this stream I talk about coronavirus, getting right with God in times of good health, the movie They Live, women who freeze their eggs, and much more.
Roosh V
Is there evidence of COI? This article went through Wikipedia talk:Articles for creation/Roosh. David FLXD moved page from Wikipedia talk:Articles for creation/Roosh to Roosh with edit summary "Created via Articles for Creation (you can help!) (AFCH)". Is it the article creator with the conflict of interest? User talk:Lapastillaroja?If so, what is the evidence that the article isn't neutral?
Talk:Roosh V/Archive 1 - Wikipedia
Kings Wiki, the encyclopedia of neomasculinity , was launched on 19 March 2016 by Roosh V and Jean Valjean . The French Kings Wiki was the second Kings Wiki language edition to be launched. It was created on 12 April 2016.
Kings Wiki - WikiMANNia
1. Women's voices are measurably deeper than in the past [Link] 2. "Muscular Christianity was a movement characterised by a belief in patriotic duty, manliness, the moral and physical beauty of athleticism, teamwork, discipline, self-sacrifice, and 'the expulsion of all that is effeminate, un-Eng
37 Articles I Strongly Recommend - Roosh V
Daryush Valizadeh (Washington, D.C., Estados Unidos, 14 de junho de 1979), também conhecido como Roosh Valizadeh, Roosh V ou Roosh Vorek, é um escritor e artista da sedução americano conhecido por seu trabalho controverso no campo da sedução e do antifeminsmo.Ele é líder de um movimento que que propõe uma nova masculinidade, neomasculinidade.
Roosh V – Wikipédia, a enciclopédia livre
Daryush Valizadeh (Einnig þekktur sem Roosh Valizadeh, Roosh V og Roosh Vorek (f. 14 júní 1979) er bandarískur rithöfundur en menntaður lífefnafræðingur. Hann hefur verið umdeildur fyrir skoðanir sínar sem hann kallar neomaskulinistum sem er að hanns sögn andstæðan við femínisma.
Roosh V - Wikipedia, frjálsa alfræðiritið
Roosh V is a prominent member of the section of the internet known as the "manosphere": he runs popular websites including Return of Kings and his own blog, and began his career by writing guide books about how to pick up women in countries from Poland (?What to do when a Polish guy inevitably tries to cockblock you?) to Colombia (including ?an explanation into the Colombian prepago female (gold digger)").
Roosh V – Cultural Reconquista
Chateau Heartiste was a blog run by James C. Weidmann (aka Roissy in D.C.) that promotes pick-up artistry, white nationalism, and anti-Leftist political activism.. Aside from content, Weidmann's writing style is notably wordy and obnoxious.. The original blog was banned by Wordpress in 2019, and Infowars was clearly butthurt about it .But Weidmann now appears to have registered his own domain ...
Chateau Heartiste - RationalWiki
Roosh V (often referred to as simply Roosh) was part of the seduction community in the early 2000 era. He was a frequent poster on the original FastSeduction forums and later in the private forum Mystery's Lounge (created by Mystery Erik von Markovik).
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